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Writing has been part of my life since I was a child winning

A poet AND a strategist? Yep.

local poetry awards in small-town Pennsylvania. So

I graduated with an MBA in marketing from Fordham

perhaps it should come as no surprise that now (many,

University in 2014. I find marketing and communication

many years later) I’m currently completing my MA

strategy fascinating, and the need to take into

dissertation project at the University of East Anglia’s

consideration a user’s preferences and psychology and

renowned creative writing program. My affinity for writing

anticipate the best ways to reach them has never been

has come in handy throughout my professional life as well;

more important than in today’s noisy and largely text-

whether planning and creating website content or

based digital landscape.

drafting press releases and business proposals, I’ve been
lucky enough to incorporate my writing practice into a
number of marketing roles.
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beamtlc.com

PROJECT #1

Website Content: beamtlc.com
THE WORK

Newly launched DTC eCommerce company
beam (lowercase here was a branding decision)
needed a full suite of content for their website
launch. Working within the brand’s calm, friendly,
helpful, and confident voice, I created homepage
content, product listings, the founders’ bios, and
educational content to help get new users up to
speed on the science behind beam’s core
ingredient.

TAGS:
CON TEN T WRITIN G & EDITIN G
(WEBS ITE/MOB ILE)
EDUCATION MATERIALS
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beamtlc.com

PROJECT #2

User Quiz: beamtlc.com

THE WORK

The team at beam wanted a quiz that could help
lead users to a customized purchasing decision. I
wrote questions and interstitial content for all
possible user flows within the quiz. We kept the
voice friendly and conversational and crafted
inviting language that would not alienate users
who may be unfamiliar with how CBD works.

TAGS:
CON TEN T WRITIN G & EDITIN G
(WEBS ITE/MOB ILE)
IN TERACTIVE CONTEN T
EDUCATION MATERIALS
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Gran Kriegel

PROJECT #4

Website Content: Gran Kriegel
THE WORK

Gran Kriegel Associates, a small architecture firm based in New York City, needed a
complete website redesign. I provided all content writing, SEO, and information
architecture work on the site. SEO was a primary focus here, and the site currently
(as of July 2020, per SEMrush) ranks highly in US organic search on numerous
keyword phrases that are relevant to the firm with regard to its target markets.
In Top 10 of Organic Results (US) for:

(Top 25, continued)

• “historic preservation architecture firms nyc”

• “residential architect queens ny”

• “school office interior”

• “new york office interior design”

• “office interior design new york”

In Top 50 of Organic Results (US) for:

In Top 25 of Organic Results (US) for:

• “healthcare architects nyc”

• “sustainable architecture nyc”

• “small interior design firms nyc”

• “architectural feasibility studies”

• “commercial interior design firms nyc”

• “green design new york”

• “architects in queens ny”

• “corporate interior projects”

• “best housing architects”

• “affordable architectural services”
• “adaptive reuse nyc”

TAGS:

• “ASD architects”

CON TEN T WRITIN G & EDITIN G

• “architectural design commercial spaces”

IN FORMATION ARCH ITECTURE
S EO STRATEGY
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Evoke

PROJECT #3

Thought Leadership: Evoke
THE WORK
I served as one of three primary points of contact
for Evoke’s Thought Leadership program. This
involved creating and presenting internal
communications to employees across this
multinational advertising agency as well as
managing article submissions, copyediting
submitted content, and handling the posting and
promotion of these articles.

TAGS:
CON TEN T MAN AGEMEN T
CON TEN T EDITIN G
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HHHBuzz

PROJECT #5

Website Content: HHHBuzz
THE WORK

A small business in Tampa, Florida, wanted to stand
out as a leader in educating their customers on the
potential benefits and current research happening
in the world of CBD supplements. The challenge
here was to translate cutting-edge research from
scientific studies into approachable content for the
layperson. Eschewing more vague “wellness” and
“all natural” claims of other CBD businesses,
HHHBuzz wanted to offer scientific and peerreviewed findings in an easily digestible format for
its customers and the CBD-curious.
TAGS:
CON TEN T WRITIN G & EDITIN G
(WEBS ITE/MOB ILE)
EDU CATION MATERIALS
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& More!

FURTHER EXPERIENCE

& More!

ADDITIONAL WRITING
PROJECTS

Business Proposals: In addition to writing and editing
content for digital platforms, I have years of experience
writing new business proposals, particularly within the
architecture and engineering field. Much of this work
was in response to government projects, which meant
the writing needed to both persuade potential clients
and comply with federal and local agencies’ guidelines
around how information should be formatted and
organized. My proposal writing projects have resulted
in my clients winning contracts with organizations
such as the Smithsonian Institution, the City
University of New York, and the New York City
School Construction Authority, among others.
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& More!

Public Relations: I have also served on both the agency and in-house sides

Poetry & Academic Writing: In addition

of public relations initiatives. The press releases and pitches I have written

to my more business-focused writing, I

have resulted in press coverage in outlets such as: the New York Times, the

am a poet and academic. Most recently,

Baltimore Sun, New York Post, Washingtonian, Washington City Paper,

one of my pieces was commended in the

ARCHITECT magazine, and others.

Cafe Writers Open Poetry Competition

FURTHER EXPERIENCE

ADDITIONAL
WRITING PROJECTS

(UK) and past poems have appeared
pseudonymously in a variety of online
literary magazines. I’m currently
completing my dissertation project for
the MA in Creative Writing at the
University of East Anglia. I also enjoy
academic writing, particularly in the
realm of literary theory.

Get in touch
CONTACT

Get in touch

ADDRESS 1:

323 Knickerbocker Ave #2B

EMAIL:

Brooklyn, NY 11237

sharonmcclintic@gmail.com
ADDRESS 2:
US MOBILE:

+1 310 721 5833

59 Grosvenor House
112-114 Prin ce of Wales Roa d

UK MOBILE: +44 7342018582

Norwich, UK NR1 1NS

LINKEDIN:
WEB: sharonmm.com

linkedin.com/in/
sharonmcclintic

